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This month, my Regional Officer
(RO) Team and I met in Gulf
Shores, Alabama, to work on teambuilding exercises, intensely study
the history of Phi Theta Kappa, and
commence planning for the 20172018 term.
The team building exercises that my
team and I performed revolved
around collaborating to design a
meal plan for the days spent together. We paid close attention to any
dietary restrictions that we came
across. Fortunately for us, our meals
turned out much better than we ever
expected them to.
Our learning consisted of a discussion of our different leadership
styles, an in-depth study of the history of Phi Theta Kappa, and the
Honors in Action Program.
The Honors in Action Program was
quite an enlightening learning experience for me. Even having served a
year as a chapter officer prior to
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now, I did not know that there was a
fundamental difference between the
“Honors in Action Program” and
“Honors in Action Project.”
We practiced speaking at a podium
in front of each other, and exchanged constructive critiques on
deliveries. After a weekend of absorbing as much information as we
could, we took a Regional Officer
Exam.

NEW YEAR
NEW GOALS
While in Gulf Shores, we dis- Regional Honors in Action
Learn More AboutProject
Workforce
Cacussed last year’s Regional
and the potential roles
Goals, and began constructing
we would need everyone to
reers
new goals for the upcoming
play in order to accomplish
year.
such a project. It is our recommendation that you and
When assembling these goals, your chapters follow a similar
we followed the acronym
strategy when going through
“SMART” goals. This acrothe process of forming your
nym stands for Simple, Meas- own chapter goals.
urable, Accountable, Realistic, and Timely.
Officer training in my experiSimple: We made certain that ence has been vital for me as
the goals were straightfora new Regional Officer. It has
ward by limiting them to one helped me to feel way more
sentence.
confident and knowledgeable
Measurable: Each goal is
about my new role in PTK. I
quantitative, so that progress
strongly advise for chapters to
can be demonstrated.
hold their very own officer
Accountable: We began distraining sessions. As a result
cussing possible ideas for a
of such training, each chapter
will also become more confident about their roles in PTK,
and will develop great team
building skills.

2017-2018
Regional Goals
1) 60% participate in Regional
Honors in Action Project.
2) 10% increase in membership for the Alabama Region.
3) 70% submit at least three
entries for Hallmark Awards
(HIA, College Project, and Individual/Team)
4) 70% participate in at least
one Regional Event
(Leadership Conference, Regional Convention)

5) 75% set goals on ptk.org
beyond 1 star in 5 star proI also encourage each chapter gram.
to try and hold weekly meetings for members and officers
in order to ensure that everyone is on task. Regular meetings are crucial for maintaining drive/consistency with
chapter projects. I strongly
advise that the chapters in
District 3 work to make them
a part of your weekly routine.

6) 70% publicize Phi Theta
Kappa Mission Statement.
7) 70% attend at least one international event
(International Convention,
Honors Institute).

Mock Chapter

Looking Forward..

I strongly urge every
chapter to attend
Mock Chapter. Regional events such as
this are an excellent
way to interact with
PTK beyond the local
college campus, and
simultaneously learn
how to advance towards five star chapter
status.

While at Mock Chapter we will also teach
you how to polish and
refine soft skills. This
is possible through Phi
Theta Kappa’s very
own Competitive Edge
Program.

Probably the greatest
reward that’s a byproduct of regional
events such as Mock
Attendees will be given Chapter is the ability
the opportunity to
to network, and have
practice developing
fun with other bright,
successful Chapter
high achieving, fellow
projects. This exposure PTK members from
to the actual research, across the state. It’s a
planning, and execuwonderful, worthwhile
tion processes will af- experience, and I hope
ford you invaluable ex- to see each and everyperience to take back one of you there!
to your chapter.

July 14, 2017
at
Jefferson State CC,
Shelby Campus

